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Defining the Protein–Protein Interaction
Network of the Human Hippo Pathway*□S

Wenqi Wang‡¶, Xu Li‡¶, Jun Huang§, Lin Feng‡, Keithlee G. Dolinta‡,
and Junjie Chen‡�

The Hippo pathway, which is conserved from Drosophila
to mammals, has been recognized as a tumor suppressor
signaling pathway governing cell proliferation and apo-
ptosis, two key events involved in organ size control and
tumorigenesis. Although several upstream regulators, the
conserved kinase cascade and key downstream effectors
including nuclear transcriptional factors have been de-
fined, the global organization of this signaling pathway is
not been fully understood. Thus, we conducted a pro-
teomic analysis of human Hippo pathway, which revealed
the involvement of an extensive protein–protein interac-
tion network in this pathway. The mass spectrometry data
were deposited to ProteomeXchange with identifier
PXD000415. Our data suggest that 550 interactions within
343 unique protein components constitute the central
protein–protein interaction landscape of human Hippo
pathway. Our study provides a glimpse into the global
organization of Hippo pathway, reveals previously un-
known interactions within this pathway, and uncovers
new potential components involved in the regulation of
this pathway. Understanding these interactions will help
us further dissect the Hippo signaling-pathway and ex-
tend our knowledge of organ size control. Molecular &
Cellular Proteomics 13: 10.1074/mcp.M113.030049, 119–
131, 2014.

The Hippo pathway has been extensively studied in the
past two decades and is known to play crucial roles in regu-
lating cell proliferation and apoptosis, thus contributing to
organ size control, organism development, and cancer forma-
tion (1–3). The Hippo pathway was initially identified in the
Drosophila system through genetic mosaic screening for tu-
mor suppressor genes. Mutation in Hippo components, such
as Hippo (4–8), Salvador (9), Warts (10, 11), and Mats (12),
results in tissue overgrowth phenotypes in Drosophila. The
Hippo and Warts proteins, which associate with their respec-
tive adaptor proteins Salvador and Mats, constitute a kinase
cascade (1–3) and phosphorylate the key downstream target

protein Yorkie (13). Yorkie is a transcriptional co-activator that
controls the transcriptional program downstream of the Hippo
pathway through its interaction with transcription factor Scal-
loped (14–17) in the nucleus; it promotes transcription of a
number of downstream genes involved in cell proliferation and
anti-apoptosis. The critical event in the Hippo pathway is
regulation of the nuclear localization of Yorkie. Activation of
Hippo pathway leads to Hippo/Warts-dependent phosphory-
lation of Yorkie. 14-3-3 proteins recognize phosphorylated
Yorkie, preventing its nuclear localization (18) and thus sup-
pressing its nuclear transcriptional co-activator function and
inhibiting cell proliferation.

The Hippo pathway is highly conserved from Drosophila to
mammals, as almost all the components in Drosophila have
recognizable orthologs in mammals. In mammalian systems,
MST1/2 (Hippo orthologs) and the adaptor protein SAV1 (Sal-
vador orthologs) form the kinase cascade with LATS1/2
(Warts orthologs) and adaptor proteins MOB1A/B (Mats or-
thologs). YAP1 and TAZ (Yorkie orthologs) function together
with TEAD1/2/3/4 (Scalloped orthologs) in the nucleus and
regulate the transcription of downstream genes. Similar to the
situation in Drosophila, activation of the Hippo pathway in
mammalian systems leads to LATS1/2-dependent phosphor-
ylation of YAP1/TAZ, which prevents YAP1/TAZ nuclear lo-
calization via binding to 14-3-3 in cytoplasm and also initiates
the degradation of YAP1/TAZ by �-TRCP E3 ligase (19). Fur-
thermore, WWC1 (Kibra orthologs) (20–22), NF2 (Merlin or-
thologs) (23–25) and FRMD6 (Expanded orthologs) (26) have
been identified as upstream regulators for the core kinase
cascade. Although the upstream receptors are still elusive,
recent studies suggest that GPCR (27) and protease-acti-
vated receptors (28, 29) may be the upstream components
that link extracellular signals to activation of the Hippo path-
way in mammals.

Besides the core components in the Hippo pathway, some
new regulators have recently been identified through different
methods, such as a genetic screen in Drosophila, a short-
hairpin RNA (shRNA)1-mediated loss-of-function screen, and
proteomic studies for new interacting proteins. A number ofFrom the ‡Department of Experimental Radiation Oncology, Unit
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these newly identified regulators control YAP1/TAZ phosphor-
ylation and localization through regulation of the core kinase
cascade in the Hippo pathway. For example, the centrosome
protein NPHP4 was shown to negatively regulate of the Hippo
pathway by directly interacting with LATS1 and diminishing its
ability to phosphorylate YAP1 or TAZ (30). The sterile 20
kinase TAOK1 was discovered to positively regulate the
Hippo pathway by phosphorylating MST1 kinase, a compo-
nent of the Hippo kinase cascade (31, 32). LIM-domain-con-
taining proteins such as Ajuba suppress YAP1 phosphoryla-
tion by binding to LATS1 kinase and SAV1 adaptor protein
(33) and mediate the crosstalk between EGFR-MAPK signal-
ing and the Hippo pathway (34). In addition, RASSF proteins
antagonize Hippo signaling through their association with
MST1/2 and SAV1 (35, 36).

Another group of newly identified regulators of the Hippo
pathway act by directly suppressing YAP1/TAZ oncogenic
activities via physical protein–protein interaction, which is in-
dependent of the canonical kinase cascade. For example, we
and others identified the angiomotin protein family (AMOT,
AMOTL1, and AMOTL2) as the major binding partners of
YAP1 or TAZ (37–39). Angiomotin proteins facilitate the trans-
location of both wild-type and phosphorylated YAP1 or TAZ
from nucleus to cytoplasm, thereby suppressing the onco-
genic functions of YAP1 in the nucleus. In addition, non-
receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase 14 (PTPN14) sup-
presses YAP1 nuclear localization in a density-dependent
manner (40, 41), which requires a direct protein–protein inter-
action between PTPN14 and YAP1, but not the tyrosine phos-
phatase activity of PTPN14 (40, 42). In the context of tissue
homeostasis and cancer development, polarity determinant
protein SCRIB was found to translocate TAZ to the cell mem-
brane and the translocation is crucial for self-renewal and
tumor-initiation capacities of breast cancer stem cells (43).
Adhesion junction protein �-catenin is also required for ho-
meostasis in skin by controlling YAP1 activity (44, 45). Loss of
�-catenin in mice leads to over proliferation of epidermal stem
cells and the development of skin squamous cell carcinoma
(44).

Together, these newly identified regulators include (1) up-
stream regulators (NF2, FRMD6, WWC1, RASSF1–8, and
TAO1), (2) adhesion junction proteins (AMOT, AMOTL1,
AMOTL2, PTPN14, �-catenin, and �-catenin), (3) tight junc-
tion proteins (PAR3, PAR6, and ZO2), (4) septate junction
complex proteins (SCRIB, LLGL1/2, DLG1, and CRB3), and
(5) others (ASSP, NPHP4, JUP1, and LIMD1). Although more
and more proteins have been demonstrated to regulate the
Hippo pathway, the dissection of cell context-dependent con-
nections among these regulators is lagging behind. The lim-
ited understanding of the connections among these newly
identified Hippo regulators and the canonical Hippo pathway
prompted us to initiate a proteomic analysis to establish the
protein–protein interaction network of the Hippo pathway. We
reasoned that such a study will help to elucidate the biological

functions and cross-talk involving this important signaling
pathway. Moreover, identification of additional new associ-
ated proteins will provide further insights into the possible
biological functions, regulatory mechanisms, and cellular sig-
naling network associated with the Hippo pathway.

To elucidate the interactome involving the Hippo pathway,
we took advantage of tandem affinity purification followed by
mass spectrometry analysis for the identification of associ-
ated proteins. We employed an unbiased methodology,
SAINT (Significance Analysis of INTeractome), to identify
high-confidence candidate interacting proteins (HCIPs) for all
of the known major Hippo components as well as regulators
involved in this pathway. This study led to the discovery of
many new components of the Hippo pathway, expanded the
roles of the Hippo pathway in multiple biological processes,
and established a core protein–protein interaction network
that is valuable resource for further mechanistic studies of this
pathway.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Antibodies—Anti-YAP1 antibody for immunoprecipitation was
raised by immunizing rabbit with bacterially expressed and purified
GST-fused full-length human YAP1 protein (Cocalico Biologicals, Inc.,
Reamstown, PA). Anti-YAP1 and phosphor-YAP1 (S127) antibodies
were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA) and
Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA) respectively. Anti-�-tubulin
and anti-Flag (M2) monoclonal antibodies and anti-Flag polyclonal
antibody were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Anti-Myc and anti-GFP
monoclonal antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy. Anti-LATS1 and anti-phoshor-LATS1 (Ser909) polyclonal anti-
bodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. Anti-CIT
monoclonal antibody was obtained from Millipore.

Constructs and Viruses—The plasmids encoding Hippo pathway
components (FRMD6, JUB, LATS1, LLGL1, LLGL2, MOB1A, MOB1B,
MST1, MST2, NF2, NT-AMOT, p130AMOT, p80AMOT, PTPN14,
RASSF1, RHOA, SAV1, SCRIB, SMAD7, TAZ, TEAD2, TEAD4,
WWC1, and YAP1) were purchased from Harvard Plasmids Resource
and Open Biosystems. AMOTL1, AMOTL2, and DLG1 plasmids were
kindly provided by Dr. Anthony P. Schmitt (Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity), Dr. Anming Meng (Tsinghua University), and Dr. Alexandra
Newton (University of California at San Diego), respectively. LATS2
and its kinase dead mutant LATS2KR were kindly provided by Dr.
Moshe Oren (Weizmann Institute). LIMD1and NPHP4 plasmids were
kindly provided by Dr. Greg Longmore (Washington University) and
Dr. Bernhard Schermer (University of Cologne), respectively. All con-
structs were generated by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and
subcloned into pDONOR201 vector using Gateway Technology (In-
vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) as the entry clones. For tandem affinity puri-
fication (TAP) analysis, all the entry clones were subsequently recom-
bined into lentiviral-gateway-compatible destination vector for the
expression of C-terminal triple (S tag-Flag tag-SBP tag, or SFB)
tagged fusion proteins.

Gateway-compatible destination vectors with indicated SFB tag,
GST tag, Myc tag, or GFP tag were used to express various fusion
proteins for the WWC1/CIT and YAP1/CCDC85C studies. For CIT
truncation mutants, residues 1�360, 1�1297, 1�1700, 1412�2027,
1564�2027, or 1882�2027 were deleted in D1 to D6 mutants, re-
spectively. PCR-mediated site-directed mutagenesis was used to
generate point mutations or deletions. CIT PY motif PPTY (residues
1926�1929) was either mutated to PPTA and referred as CITmPY, or
deleted and referred as PY motif deletion mutant CITdPY. Two WW
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domains (WW1: residues12�34; WW2: residues 59�88) located at
the N terminus of WWC1 were deleted as single-deletion mutants
WWC1dWW1and WWC1dWW2 or double-deletion mutant WWC1dWW1/2.
The CCDC85C PY motif (residues 316�319) was deleted in the
CCDC85CdPY mutant. The two WW domains of YAP1 (WW1: residues
130�152; WW2: residues 236�258) were either single deleted as
YAP1dWW1 and YAP1dWW2 mutants, or double deleted as
YAP1dWW1/2.

Two individual pGIPZ lentiviral shRNAs targeting CIT were ob-
tained from the shRNA and ORFeome core facility at The University of
Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center. The shRNA sequences were as
follows:

CIT shRNA-1# (V3LHS_366009): 5�-AGCGACAGAATGTCA-
GCAT-3�;

CIT shRNA-2# (V3LHS_366011): 5�-ACGATGAGCTGCTAGA-
AAA-3�;

Control shRNA: 5�-TCTCGCTTGGGCGAGAGTAAG-3�.
All lentiviral supernatants were generated by transient transfection

of 293T cells with helper plasmids pSPAX2 and pMD2G (kindly pro-
vided by Dr. Zhou Songyang, Baylor College of Medicine) and har-
vested 48 h later. Supernatants were passed through a 0.45-�m filter
and used to infect MCF10A cells with the addition of 8 �g/ml
polybrene.

Cell Culture and Transfection—293T and HeLa cells were pur-
chased from American Type Culture Collection and maintained in
Dulbecco modified essential medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum at 37 °C in 5% CO2 (v/v). MCF10A cells were
kindly provided by Dr. Dihua Yu (MD Anderson Cancer Center).
MCF10A cells were maintained in DMEM/F12 medium supplemented
with 5% horse serum, 200 ng/ml epidermal growth factor, 500 ng/ml
hydrocortisone, 100 ng/ml cholera toxin, and 10 �g/ml insulin at
37 °C in 5% CO2 (v/v). All culture media contained 1% penicillin and
streptomycin antibiotics. Plasmid transfection was performed using
the polyethylenimine reagent.

Tandem Affinity Purification of SFB-tagged Protein Complexes—
HEK293T cells were infected twice with lentivirus encoding SFB-
fused Hippo group or control group proteins. Cells stably expressing
the SFB-tagged Hippo group or control group proteins were selected
by culturing in medium containing 2 �g/ml puromycin and confirmed
by immunostaining and Western blotting. For affinity purification,
293T cells were subjected to lysis in NETN buffer (with protease
inhibitors) at 4 °C for 20 min. Crude lysates were subjected to cen-
trifugation at 4 °C and 14,000 rpm for 15 min. Supernatants were
incubated with streptavidin-conjugated beads (Amersham Biosci-
ences) for 1 h at 4 °C. The beads were washed three times with NETN
buffer, and bounded proteins were eluted with NETN buffer contain-
ing 2 mg/ml biotin (Sigma) nearly 90 min at 4 °C. The eluates were
incubated with S protein beads (Novagen, Madison, WI) for 1 h. The
beads were washed three times with NETN buffer and subjected to
SDS-PAGE. Protein bands were excised and subjected to mass
spectrometry analysis (performed by Taplin Mass Spectrometry Fa-
cility, Harvard Medical School).

Data Analysis and Bioinformatics Analysis—The prey and bait pro-
tein sequences were downloaded from the UniProt Consortium (46).
The whole Hippo pathway and individual component interactomes
were generated by Cytoscape (47) and Ingenuity pathway software
(Ingenuity Systems, www.ingenuity.com). The function annotations
were also analyzed by Ingenuity pathway software. The heatmap for
the hierarchical clustering was generated by MeV-4.8.1 and Heatmap
Builder software.

For the evaluation of potential protein–protein interactions, raw
data from the mass spectrometry analysis were subjected to assess-
ment by the SAINT methodology (48, 49). The spectra counts from
Hippo group and control group proteins were assembled as a matrix

for all of the bait and prey proteins. In total, 9239 binary interactions
were identified in 64 experiments carried out with 32 Hippo group
purifications, 31 control group purifications, and a vector control.

According to the SAINT algorithms, 20,000 simulation runs were
performed for Gibbs sampling. The total spectra count (TSC) was
fixed for each bait, and these spectra counts were assembled to-
gether as a pool of all the bait spectra counts. Then we randomly drew
spectra from the pool and randomly assigned them to the baits until
the number of spectra reached the number in the real data. We
simulated 100,000 such runs to get the distribution of SAINT proba-
bility scores by random chance. The separation of positive and neg-
ative distributions was considered but not for the impact of extremely
high-count interactions on the scoring of low-count interactions or for
division of spectra counts by the total spectra counts of each purifi-
cation. According to the SAINT methodology, the interactions with
over 0.8 probability score were kept for the following analysis; 1415
interactions passed this filtration.

We used the semi-supervised mixture model to further eliminate
type II errors. The probability distributions P(Xij True) and P(Xij False)
of individual preys were also used to calculate the probability of true
interaction. We filtered out preys with P(Xij False) � P(Xij True). Com-
mon contaminants and abundant proteins were removed by this
method; 1081 interactions passed this filtration. In total, 550 interac-
tions passed both filtrations and were designated as HCIPs.

GST Pull-down Assay—GST-fused YAP1 was expressed and pu-
rified in Escherichia coli BL21 cells. GST-YAP1 protein (2 �g) was
immobilized on GST-Sepharose 4B beads and incubated with various
cell lysates for 2 h at 4 °C. Beads were washed three times. Proteins
bound to beads were eluted and subjected to SDS-PAGE and West-
ern blotting analysis.

Immunofluorescent Staining—Immunofluorescent staining was
performed as described previously (50). Briefly, cells cultured on
coverslips were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room
temperature and then cells were extracted with 0.5% Triton X-100
solution for 5 min. After blocking with TBST containing 1% BSA, cells
were incubated with indicated primary antibodies for 1 h at room
temperature. After that, cells were washed and incubated with FITC or
Rhodamine-conjugated second primary antibodies for 1 h. Cells were
counterstained with 100 ng/ml 4�,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
for 2 min to visualize nuclear DNA. The cover slips were mounted onto
glass slides with anti-fade solution and visualized under a Nikon
ECLIPSE E800 fluorescence microscope with a Nikon Plan Fluor 60�
oil objective lens (NA 1.30).

Luciferase Assay—For luciferase reporter assay, 293T cells were
seeded in 12-well plates the day before transfection. 5�UAS lucifer-
ase reporter plasmid, TEAD4-Gal4 (kindly provided by Dr. Kun-Liang
Guan), PRL-SV40, and indicated plasmids were co-transfected into
293T cells. Twenty-four hours later, cells were subjected to lysis, and
luciferase activities were assayed in the lysates by Dual-Luciferase
Reporter Assay System kit (Promega, Madison, WI) following proto-
cols provided by the manufacturer. The measured luciferase activities
were normalized to the Renilla activity.

Three-dimensional Culture of MCF10A Cells for Acini Formation—
MCF10A cells (5 � 103) stably transfected or infected with indicated
plasmids were grown in growth factor-reduced BD Matrigel matrix
(BD Biosciences) within the eight-well chamber slide system (Fisher
Scientific). Cultured cells were analyzed for invasive acini formation
after 7 days of growth in Matrigel. At least three replicates (�100
GFP-positive acini counted per replicate) were performed in one
experiment.

RESULTS

Proteomic Analysis of the Human Hippo Pathway—To
establish the protein–protein interaction network of the hu-
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man Hippo pathway, we conducted proteomic analysis us-
ing tandem affinity purification followed by mass spectrom-
etry analysis. Thirty-two human proteins linked to Hippo
pathway functions (Hippo group), as well as 31 unrelated
proteins (control group), were stably expressed as the SFB
triple-tagged fusion proteins in 293T cells. Western blotting
and immunostaining were carried out to validate the correct
protein expression and cellular localization for each stable
cell line (data not shown). After two rounds of affinity puri-

fications, proteins in the final eluate were identified by LC-
MS/MS analysis (Fig. 1A). The complete protein and peptide
identification lists are shown in supplemental Table S1. The
relative raw data and mass spectrometry searching results
can be found in proteomeXchange (PXD000415). Total
spectra accounts for 4405 unique proteins in the Hippo
group and 4834 unique proteins in the control group were
subjected to SAINT, an unbiased filtration methodology, for
identification of HCIPs.

FIG. 1. Proteomic analysis of the human Hippo pathway. A, Schematic illustration of major steps involved in the tandem affinity
purification-mass spectrometry analysis of the human Hippo pathway. Thirty-two Hippo pathway relevant proteins, together with 31 unrelated
control proteins and control vector, were constructed into C-terminal SFB tag fused lentiviral vector through gateway technology. 293T cells
stably expressing each bait protein were generated by lentivirus infection and puromycin selection. Through the standard tandem affinity
purification steps, purified protein complexes were identified by mass spectrometry analysis and final interactive proteins were generated by
SAINT algorithms based filtration. B, The total peptide and protein numbers obtained from mass spectrometry analysis are listed. The
probability threshold (X’ij) � 0.80 was used as the cutoff to identify HCIPs, as suggested by the SAINT method. We also applied another
filtration using the prey information in 31control purifications to remove the nonspecific bindings or contaminants. The numbers of HCIPs
remaining after these two filtrations are shown here. C, The total spectral counts (TSC; blue) and corresponding number of HCIPs (red) for each
Hippo bait protein are shown together.
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Using two-pool analysis, a matrix with all the prey proteins
and bait proteins was assembled for Hippo and control
groups that included 64 experiments and 9239 proteins. As
suggested by SAINT algorithms, we performed the first filtra-
tion by choosing (X’ij) � 0.80 as the probability threshold
cutoff to identify HCIPs. The second filtration was used to
remove the nonspecific binding proteins according to proba-
bility distribution P(Xij True) � P(Xij False) analysis based on
the prey information of the Hippo group and the control group.
Collectively, we identified 550 HCIPs involved in the Hippo
pathway (Fig. 1B and supplemental Table S2). Given the fact
that the 293T cells were mostly around 80�90% confluent
under normal growth conditions when they collected for this
study, the total spectra counts and HCIPs for each Hippo bait
protein identified here (Fig. 1C) were considered the basal
state interactome of the Hippo pathway (supplemental Figs.
S1 and S2).

Overview of the Interaction Network in the Human Hippo
Pathway—To analyze the similarity of prey-bait interactions
among the Hippo pathway, an unbiased hierarchical cluster-
ing of all the HCIPs and bait proteins in the Hippo group was
used to assemble the interaction data into a coherent network
(Fig. 2A). Two prominent clusters were identified around YAP1
and TAZ (clusters 1 and 2 in Fig. 2B), confirming the central
roles of these two proteins in the Hippo pathway (supplemen-
tal Fig. S3A). Cluster 1 validated previously reported interac-
tions for YAP1 or TAZ, which include PPP1CA (51), WBP2
(52), and TP53BP2 (53). Several uncharacterized preys in this
cluster, such as CCDC85C and C9orf140, were considered as
potential regulators of YAP1 or TAZ. Cluster 2 confirmed that
the angiomotin family proteins are the major associated pro-
teins for YAP1 and TAZ (supplemental Fig. S3C). Cluster 3,
which grouped two Hippo upstream regulators (WWC1 and
FRMD6) and two-YAP1-associated proteins (AMOTL2 and

FIG. 2. Hierarchical cluster analysis of HCIPs in the Hippo pathway identified by SAINT algorithms. A, A heatmap was generated from
hierarchical clustering of 550 HCIPs for 32 Hippo bait proteins. Six prominent HCIP clusters were manually selected and enlarged below (B).
The color of squares in the heat map represents the number of identified HCIP peptides for each bait protein (see scale at left of panel A).
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PTPN14) together, which revealed a previously uncharacter-
ized crosstalk between WWC1/FRMD6 and AMOTL2/PTPN14
in the regulation of the Hippo pathway. Cluster 4 defined the
classic kinase cascade in the Hippo pathway, which includes
the LAST1/2 and MST1/2 kinases and their adaptor proteins
MOB1A/B and SAV1 (supplemental Fig. S3B). It includes
other proteins, such as Ajuba LIM protein, LIMD1 (33), and
RASSF1 (36), that have also been characterized previously as
regulators of these kinase complexes. Cluster 5 concentrated
on the bait protein SCRIB, which has been shown to restrain
TAZ’s activities in breast cancer stem cells (43) and regulate
Warts kinase activation in Drosophila (54). The clustered preys
consisted mostly of other signaling pathway regulators, such
as PAK1, PAK3, SHOC2, IRFBP1, IRFBP2, GIT1, and GIT2,
which indicated that SCRIB functions as a scaffold protein,
mediating the crosstalk between various signaling pathways
and the Hippo pathway. Cluster 6 grouped three bait proteins,
LLGL1, LLGL2, and NF2, which are all membrane-associated
proteins that mediate the upstream signals to regulate the
Hippo pathway (23, 55–57).

The current understanding of the Hippo pathway is that the
core kinase complexes in cytoplasm receive the signals from
upstream regulators, which localize in cytoplasm and the cell
membrane, and then transduce the signals to YAP1 or TAZ via
phosphorylation. YAP1 and TAZ shuttle between cytoplasm
and nucleus. Their nuclear binding partners TEAD1/2/3/4 con-
trol the transcription of downstream genes involved in cell
proliferation and anti-apoptosis. This general scheme of
Hippo pathway regulation was confirmed by our proteomic
analysis. As shown in Fig. 3, the identified regulators of the
Hippo pathway come from various cellular compartments,
including cell membrane, cell-cell junctions, centrosome, cy-
toplasm, and nucleus, indicating that many signals can be
involved in the regulation of the Hippo pathway (supplemental
Table S3).

To characterize these Hippo pathway and associated pro-
teins in the context of biological processes, we carried out
Gene Ontology (GO) analysis to identify the GO process for
each bait-associated HCIP (Fig. S4). GO process analysis
linked the Hippo pathway to a wide variety of cellular func-

FIG. 3. Protein–protein interaction network of the Hippo pathway. Canonical Hippo pathway components are highlighted with a dark gray
background. The unidirectional (solid colored and single arrows) and reciprocal (solid black and double arrows) interactions between baits
(squares) are shown. Each bait protein is rendered in a unique color and linked to its major HCIPs (circles) by a dashed line with a single arrow
in the corresponding color.
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tions, while mostly focusing on cell signaling, cell cycle, cell
death and survival, cell development, cell growth and prolif-
eration, and cell–cell interactions, all of which are fundamen-
tal functions of the Hippo pathway (3). These major cellular
functions contribute to the systematic functions of the Hippo
pathway in tissue development, nervous system develop-
ment, embryonic development, and tissue morphology, which
clearly are linked to the known roles of the Hippo pathway in
organ development and organ size control. The disease and
disorder GO analysis linked the Hippo pathway mostly to
cancer, developmental disorders, and hereditary disorders,
which have already been widely studied for the Hippo path-
way activity.

Proteomic Data Validation—To verify our proteomic data, all
the HCIPs were searched in various protein–protein interac-
tion databases, including BioGrid, STRING, BIND, DIP, and
HPRD. 162 interactions among the 550 HCIPs (�29.45%)
have been previously reported (supplemental Table S2).

We also performed co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experi-
ments to validate the identified HCIPs. As shown in Table S4,
HCIPs in WWC1 and YAP1 interactomes were chosen for the
validation of protein–protein interaction. 15 HCIPs were
shown to interact with WWC1, which represents 75% positive
rate in 20 co-IP experiments we performed (Table S4, Fig. 4,
and supplemental Fig. S5A). 24 YAP1 HCIPs among a total of
29 co-IP experiments were confirmed to associate with YAP1,
which indicates a positive rate of 82.7% (Table S4 and sup-
plemental Fig. S5B). Although we could not obtain all of the
Table S4 constructs encoding WWC1 and YAP1 HCIPs for
these co-IP experiments, the current positive interaction rates
of all of the HCIPs for both WWC1 and YAP1 are over 55%
(Table S4). These results demonstrate the efficacy of our
proteomic methodology and the ability to identify bona fide
interacting proteins in HCIPs.

Functional Validation of WWC1 Interactome Revealed CIT
as a Negative Regulator of the Hippo Pathway—From our
proteomic data set, we found that an upstream regulator of
the Hippo pathway, WWC1 (Kibra), forms complexes with
angiomotin and PTPN14, two proteins that are known regu-
lators of YAP1 (Fig. 4A). In Drosophila, Kibra functions to-
gether with Merlin and Expanded in a protein complex local-
ized at the apical region of epithelial cells, which act as
upstream regulators of the Salvador/Warts/Hippo/Mats ki-
nase complex. In mammalian cells, WWC1 restrains YAP1’s
activity through LATS1/2 kinases but not MST1/2 kinases (58,
59), which differs from its functions in Drosophila. In human
cells, the detailed mechanism for WWC1-dependent regula-
tion of the Hippo pathway is still unclear. To confirm our
proteomic data, we checked the interaction between WWC1
and some Hippo pathway components, including angiomotin
family proteins, PTPN14, YAP1, and TAZ as well as LATS1
and MST1/2 kinases. As reported, WWC1 associates with
LATS1 kinase, but not with YAP1, TAZ, or MST1/2 kinases
(Fig. 4B). Moreover, robust interactions of p130AMOT,

AMOTL1, AMOTL2, and PTPN14 with WWC1 were detected,
indicating a potential crosstalk between upstream regulators
of the Hippo pathway and these newly identified YAP1-asso-
ciated proteins (supplemental Fig. S3D). Indeed, the Drosophila
ortholog of PTPN14, Pez, has been shown to interact with
Kibra and function as an upstream regulator of the Hippo
pathway (60). Interestingly, WWC1 was also identified in an-
giomotin and PTPN14 reciprocal purifications (supplemental
Table S2). Together, our proteomic data suggest that WWC1
is likely a signal integrator in the human Hippo pathway and
reveal potential crosstalk between WWC1 and angiomotin
protein family and PTPN14 in the regulation of the Hippo
pathway.

Besides angiomotin proteins and PTPN14, CIT (the rho-
interacting, serine/threonine kinase 21) was identified as a
major WWC1-associated protein (Fig. 4A). CIT has been
found to localize at midbody and control RhoA localization
and activity during cytokinesis (61–65). We found that CIT
specifically interacted with WWC1, but not with a series of
other Hippo pathway components or regulators (Fig. 4C). To
identify the region of CIT required for the WWC1 binding,
several CIT truncations were generated (Fig. 4D). As shown in
Fig. 4E, the C-terminal region of CIT was required for its
association with WWC1. Because WWC1 harbors two WW
domains at its N terminus that bridge the interaction with
LATS1/2 kinases, and most regulating events in the Hippo
pathway are mediated by WW domain-PY motif-based inter-
actions, we analyzed the C-terminal amino acid sequence of
CIT and discovered one PY motif in this region (Fig. 4D).
Mutating (mPY) or deleting (dPY) this PY motif disrupted its
association with WWC1 (Fig. 4G). Consistent with these find-
ings were our findings that both WW domains of WWC1 were
required for its binding to CIT and that the first WW domain
contributed more to the interaction with CIT (Fig. 4F). These
data suggest that the interaction between CIT and WWC1
was mediated by interaction of the PY motif at the C-terminus
of CIT with the two WW domains on WWC1.

As WWC1 has been shown to be a positive regulator of the
Hippo pathway, overexpression of WWC1 enhanced the ac-
tivation of LATS1/2 kinases and YAP1 phosphorylation, which
was reflected by YAP1 nucleus-to-cytoplasm translocation
(Fig. 4H). To evaluate the cellular functions of CIT, YAP1
cellular localization was determined in cells where WWC1 was
co-expressed with CIT. As shown in Fig. 4H and 4I, wild-type
CIT, but not the PY motif-deleted CIT (CITdPY) or GFP control,
reversed WWC1-mediated nucleus-to-cytoplasm transloca-
tion of YAP1. These data indicate that CIT may suppress the
activation of the Hippo pathway via its interaction with WWC1.

In human cells, WWC1 activates the Hippo pathway
through its binding to the LATS1/2 kinases, which increases
the activation and phosphorylation of these kinases. Interest-
ingly, the association of WWC1 with these kinases is also
mediated by the two WW domains, and this association is
required for the activation of these kinases. As CIT and
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FIG. 4. Proteomic analysis and validation of the WWC1 interactome. A, Schematic illustration of major WWC1-interacting proteins.
WWC1 was also reverse-identified in bait protein AMOT- or PTPN14-containing protein complexes, which are indicated by solid black lines
with double arrows. Bait protein LLGL1 in the WWC1 interactome is indicated by a solid line with a single arrow, whereas other prey proteins
are linked to WWC1 via a dashed line with a single arrow. B, WWC1 associated with a group of YAP1-binding proteins, including AMOT,
AMOTL1, AMOTL2, and PTPN14. Myc-tagged WWC1 was co-expressed with the SFB-tagged Hippo pathway proteins indicated in 293T cells.
Pull-down experiments were carried out with S protein beads, and immunoblotting was performed with anti-Myc and anti-Flag antibodies. C,
Identification of CIT as a new WWC1-associated protein. Myc-tagged CIT was co-expressed with the SFB-tagged Hippo pathway proteins
indicated in 293T cells. Pull-down experiments were carried out with S-protein beads, and immunoblotting was performed with anti-Myc and
anti-Flag antibodies. D, Schematic illustration of truncation mutants of CIT used in this study. The PY motif of CIT and two WW domains of
WWC1 are indicated. E, The C-terminal region of CIT was required for its binding to WWC1. 293T cells were transfected with constructs
encoding wild-type or the indicated CIT truncation mutant together with a construct encoding SFB-WWC1. Pull-down experiments were
carried out with S-protein beads, and the precipitates were immunoblotted with antibodies recognizing GFP or Flag-tag. F, Two WW domains
of WWC1 were required for its interaction with CIT. 293T cells were transfected with constructs encoding GFP-tagged CIT together with a
construct encoding SFB-tagged wild-type or indicated WW domain-deletion mutants of WWC1. Pull-down experiments were carried out using
S-protein beads, and immunoblotting was performed with indicated antibodies recognizing GFP or Flag-tag. G, The PY motif located within
the C-terminal region of CIT was required for its interaction with WWC1. 293T cells were transfected with a construct encoding wild-type or
indicated CIT PY motif mutation or deletion mutant together with construct encoding SFB-WWC1. Pull-down experiments were carried out
using S-protein beads, and immunoblotting was performed with indicated antibodies recognizing GFP or Flag-tag. H, I, CIT negatively
regulated WWC1-mediated YAP1 nucleus-to-cytoplasm translocation. The localization of endogenous YAP1 was detected by anti-YAP1
antibody in HeLa cells expressing indicated SFB-tagged WWC1 together with GFP-tagged CIT or its PY motif deleted mutant. The localizations
of WWC1 and CIT were visualized with anti-Flag antibody and GFP fluorescence. Nuclei were stained by DAPI. M stands for merged. I, The
percentages of nuclear and cytoplasmic localized YAP1 were quantified. J, CIT competed with LATS1 for binding to WWC1. 293T cells were
transfected with a construct encoding GFP-tagged wild-type or CIT PY motif-deleted mutant together with a construct encoding SFB-WWC1
and Myc-LATS1. Pull-down experiments were carried out using S-protein beads, and immunoblotting was performed with indicated antibodies
recognizing Myc, GFP or Flag-tag. K, YAP1 and LATS1 phosphorylation decreased in cells in which CIT was down-regulated. MCF10A cells
transfected with CIT shRNAs were analyzed for indicated total proteins or phosphorylated proteins by Western blotting.
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LATS1/2 kinases bind to WWC1 through the same region on
WWC1, we tested the hypothesis that CIT could compete with
LATS1/2 kinases for the binding to WWC1. Indeed, overex-
pression of wild-type CIT, but not the PY motif-deleted mu-
tant of CIT (CITdPY), attenuated the interaction between
WWC1 and LATS1 (Fig. 4J). These data suggest that CIT may
inhibit the activation of the Hippo pathway by suppressing
formation of the LATS-WWC1 complex. To test this hypoth-
esis, we determined the phosphorylation levels of LATS1
kinase and YAP1 in CIT knockdown cells. As shown in Fig. 4K,
both LATS1 and YAP1 phosphorylation increased in cells
transduced with either of two different CIT shRNAs. These
data support a potential role for CIT as a negative regulator of
the Hippo pathway through its interaction with WWC1.

On the basis of the potential crosstalk between WWC1 with
PTPN14 and angiomotin family proteins and the findings that
CIT protein is associated with WWC1 and negatively regulates
Hippo signaling, we propose that WWC1 is a critical node in
the Hippo pathway.

CCDC85C is a New YAP1-interacting Protein—YAP1 is the
key downstream effector for the Hippo pathway; all signaling
events in the Hippo pathway finally converge on YAP1, which
determines transcription of the downstream targeted genes.
Because of that, we took a close look at the YAP1 interactome
with the objective of identifying any new regulators of YAP1
from our proteomic data.

In the YAP1 interactome, we identified many previously re-
ported YAP1-associated proteins, such as p130AMOT,
AMOTL1, AMOTL2, PTPN14, LATS1, LATS2, TEAD4, TP53BP2,
and WBP2, validating our proteomic studies (Fig. 5A). We also
identified two unknown proteins, coiled-coil domain-contain-
ing protein 85C (CCDC85C) and chromosome 9 open reading
frame 140 (C9orf140), in the YAP1 prey list (Fig. 5A). Bacte-
rially purified GST-YAP1 was able to pull-down SFB-tagged
CCDC85C (Fig. 5B). The binding of CCDC85C to YAP1 was
equivalent to that of other known YAP1-associated proteins
such as p130AMOT, AMOTL1, and AMOTL2 (Fig. 5B). How-
ever, we detected only weak interaction between C9orf140
and YAP1 (Fig. 5B), suggesting that C9orf140 may not bind
directly to YAP1. Furthermore, endogenous YAP1 could im-
munoprecipitate Myc-tagged CCDC85C (Fig. 5C). These data
indicate that CCDC85C is a new YAP1-binding protein.

A majority of YAP1-interacting proteins associate with
YAP1 through the binding of their PY motif/motifs (PPXY) with
the WW domains on YAP1. Thus, we first tested and con-
firmed that the two WW domains of YAP1 are required for its
interaction with CCDC85C (Fig. 5D). We found one PY motif
(PPSY) located in the middle region of CCDC85C. The inter-
action between YAP1 and CCDC85C was dramatically de-
creased when this PY motif of CCDC85C was deleted (Fig.
5E). These data suggest that the interaction between YAP1
and CCDC85C requires the two WW domains of YAP1 and
the PY motif of CCDC85C.

The key regulating event in the Hippo pathway is the sub-
cellular localization of YAP1. In the canonical Hippo pathway,
LATS1/2 kinases phosphorylate YAP1, which consequently
provides a docking site for 14-3-3 binding and therefore re-
tains YAP1 in cytosol. Another group of proteins, which in-
cludes AMOT, AMOTL1, AMOTL2, and PTPN14, prevents
YAP1 nuclear localization through direct protein–protein inter-
action. Because the association of CCDC85C with YAP1 is
similar to that of angiomotin family proteins or PTPN14, we
tested whether CCDC85C could also translocate YAP1 from
nucleus to cytoplasm. Exogenously expressed CCDC85C
mostly localized in the cytoplasm and we observed a dramatic
translocation of endogenous YAP1 from nucleus to cytoplasm
in cells expressing CCDC85C (Figs. 5F and 5G). Moreover,
the PY motif-deleted mutant of CCDC85C (CCDC85CdPY),
which lost its affinity for YAP1, failed to translocate YAP1 to
cytoplasm (Figs. 5F and 5G). As a control, C9orf140 did not
bind directly to YAP1 (Fig. 5B) and thus could not promote
YAP1 translocation to cytoplasm (Figs. 5F and 5G). On the
other hand, TP53BP2 is a known YAP1 binding protein (53)
that was able to facilitate the translocation of YAP1 to cyto-
plasm and cell membrane (Figs. 5F and 5G). Together, these
findings indicate that CCDC85C is a previously unrecognized
negative regulator of YAP1 and that physical interaction be-
tween CCDC85C and YAP1 can induce the translocation of
YAP1 from nucleus into cytoplasm.

Because CCDC85C inhibits YAP1 nuclear localization, we
asked whether CCDC85C could negatively regulate the trans-
activation activity and oncogenic function of YAP1. Indeed,
we found that the expression of CCDC85C suppressed YAP1-
dependent transactivation activity, which requires a physical
interaction between the two proteins (Fig. 5H). Overexpres-
sion of YAP1 can lead to the transformation of immortalized
human mammary epithelial MCF10A cells (66), which in 3-di-
mentional culture displayed invasive acini morphology featur-
ing with branch-like morphology (Figs. 5I and 5J). When wild-
type CCDC85C or its PY motif-deleted mutant were
introduced into YAP1-overexpressing MCF10A cells (Fig. 5I),
wild-type CCDC85C, but not CCDC85CdPY, reduced invasive
acini formation in 3D culture (Fig. 5J and 5K). These results
suggest that CCDC85C functions as a negative regulator of
YAP1, promoting nuclear-to-cytoplasm translocation of YAP1
via direct protein–protein interaction.

DISCUSSION

The Hippo pathway plays crucial roles in a variety of cellular
functions, including cell proliferation, cell death, stem cell
self-renewal, embryonic development, and cancer formation
(3). In this study, we performed high-content proteomics stud-
ies and established an interaction landscape for this pathway
(Fig. 3). The identification of 550 HCIPs greatly expanded our
current understanding of the Hippo pathway. These newly
discovered HCIPs will provide directions for future functional
analysis, helping us to achieve a comprehensive understand-
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ing of the networks that connect and function together with
the Hippo pathway.

In this study, we took advantage of our modified tandem
affinity purification (TAP) method. Our choice of this method
was based on its several features that are advantageous for
the purification of protein complexes: (1) it allows purification

of protein complexes within 3�4 h after cell lysis, greatly
reducing the risk of protein degradation during purification
(Fig. 1A); (2) only one buffer is used from the beginning to the
end, avoiding any potential disruption of protein complexes
due to changes of buffer conditions; and (3) more importantly,
since this approach does not use an antibody-based affinity

FIG. 5. Analysis of YAP1 interactome suggests that CCDC85C is a new regulator of YAP1. A, Schematic illustration of major
YAP1-interacting proteins. YAP1 was also identified in the bait protein AMOT-, AMOTL1-, AMOTL2- or PTPN14-containing protein complexes
and therefore they are indicated by solid black lines with double arrows. Bait proteins TEAD4, LATS1, and LATS2 are indicated in the YAP1
interactome by a solid line with a single arrow, while other prey proteins are linked to YAP1 via a dashed line with a single arrow. The reported
YAP1-binding proteins in this interactome are grouped in a dashed square; two previously unknown prey proteins, CCDC85C and C9orf140,
were left outside of the square. B, CCDC85C is a newly discovered YAP-associated protein. Bacterially expressed and purified GST-YAP1
fusion protein was used to pull down exogenously expressed SFB-tagged p130AMOT, p80AMOT, CCDC85C, C9orf140, AMOTL1, and
AMOTL2 in vitro. CBS, coomassie blue stain. C, Association of endogenous YAP1and Myc-tagged CCDC85C was confirmed by a co-
immunoprecipitation experiment. Immunoprecipitation (IP) assay was performed using 293T cell extracts and anti-YAP1 serum. Pre-immune
serum was used as the control. Immunoblotting was performed with indicated anti-YAP1 anti-serum or anti-Myc antibody. D, Two WW
domains of YAP1 were required for its interaction with CCDC85C. 293T cells were transfected with constructs encoding GFP-tagged
CCDC85C together with constructs encoding SFB-tagged wild-type or indicated WW domain-deletion mutants of YAP1. Pull-down experi-
ments were carried out using S-protein beads, and immunoblotting was performed with indicated antibodies recognizing GFP or Flag-tag. E,
The PY motif of CCDC85C was required for its interaction with YAP1. 293T cells were transfected with a construct encoding GFP-tagged
wild-type or indicated CCDC85C PY motif-deleted mutant together with a construct encoding SFB-YAP1. Pull-down experiments were carried
out using S-protein beads and immunoblotting was performed with indicated antibodies recognizing GFP or Flag-tag. F, G, CCDC85C
translocated YAP1 from nucleus into cytoplasm. The localization of endogenous YAP1 was detected by anti-YAP1 antibody in HeLa cells
expressing indicated SFB-tagged wild-type or PY motif deleted CCDC85C mutant, C9orf140, or TP53BP2. The localization of indicated
SFB-tagged proteins was detected with anti-Flag antibody. Nuclei were stained by DAPI. M stands for merged. The percentages of nuclear
and cytoplasmic YAP1 localization are quantified in (G). H, CCDC85C inhibited YAP1 transactivation activity in a luciferase reporter assay.
Luciferase reporter assay was performed by cotransfecting indicated YAP1 or YAP1 two WW domain-deleted mutant with indicated CCDC85C
or its PY motif-deleted mutant in 293T cells. Firefly Renilla was used as the internal control. Data are presented as mean � s.d. from three
different experiments. The transfected proteins were detected by Western blotting as shown at the bottom of the panel. I, Overexpression of
CCDC85C or its PY motif -deleted mutant in MCF10A cells overexpressing YAP1. MCF10A cells expressing SFB-YAP1 were transduced with
viral particles encoding SFB-tagged CCDC85C or its PY motif-deleted mutant. This lentiviral vector contains a separate promoter that controls
the expression of GFP. Exogenously expressed YAP1 and CCDC85C were detected by anti-Flag antibody, whereas endogenous and
exogenous YAP1 were detected by anti-YAP1 antibody. J, CCDC85C suppressed invasive acini formation by MCF10A cells overexpressing
YAP1. MCF10A cells in (I) were subjected to 3D culture in Matrigel. GFP indicated cells positively transduced with control virus or viral particles
expressing wild-type CCDC85C or its PY motif-deleted mutant. White squares are enlarged in the far right column. Small white arrows indicate
normal acini morphology and large white arrows indicate invasive acini morphology. K, The percentages of invasive acini shown in (J) were
quantified.
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column, it circumvents the common problems of antibody
leakage during purification and antibody cross-reactions.
Compared with one-step tag- and antibody-based purifica-
tion methods, this modified tandem affinity purification
method increases the likelihood of identifying genuine binding
proteins and decreases the amount of nonspecific contami-
nants. We have used this method extensively in recent years
and successfully identified many important regulators in the
DNA damage pathway (67–69) and other cancer related path-
ways (70–73).

Our proteomic data and hierarchical clustering analysis con-
firm the essential roles of YAP1/TAZ and the core kinase com-
plexes in the Hippo pathway, as most identified HCIPs connect
to these complexes. In addition, there may be crosstalk be-
tween several known upstream components (FRMD6 and
WWC1) and the recently identified components (PTPN14,
AMOT, AMOTL1, and AMOTL2) involved in regulation of the
Hippo pathway, since they cluster together (Fig. 2) and physi-
cally bind to each other (Fig. 4). Moreover, we also identified two
new components of the Hippo pathway, the WWC1-interacting
protein CIT and the YAP1-associated protein CCDC85C.

As an effector of Rho GTPase, CIT is known to play critical
roles in cell proliferation and cell cycle progress, mostly from
its functions in cytokinesis (61–65). In this study, we identified
CIT as a negative regulator of the Hippo pathway, which
indicates that CIT may function as an oncogene. Indeed, CIT
gene expression was elevated in various human tumors (On-
comine: https://www.oncomine.org/resource/login.html) and
correlated with poor survival in breast cancer patients
(PrognoScan: http://www.prognoscan.org/) (data not shown).
It remains to be determined whether this potential oncogenic
activity of CIT is linked with its role in the Hippo pathway, its
involvement in cytokinesis, or both. Interestingly, there seems
to be a connection between mitosis and Hippo pathway,
because several known components of Hippo pathway, in-
cluding LATS1 (74–77), LATS2 (78), MST2 (79), and SAV1
(79), also play important functions in the regulation of mitosis.
It remains to be resolved whether and how the Hippo pathway
and mitosis are interconnected, especially how the dual func-
tions of CIT in these processes are regulated.

CCDC85C is another YAP1-associated protein identified by
our proteomic study. CCDC85C associates with YAP1
through the WW domains on YAP1, which are also binding
sites for many other YAP1-interacting proteins including
AMOT, AMOTL1, AMOTL2, and PTPN14. It is still unknown
exactly how these proteins coordinate and participate in the
regulation of YAP1. Nevertheless, together with the CIT-
WWC1 interaction, the CCDC85C-YAP1 interaction further
supports the importance of “WW domain-PY motif” in signal
transduction in the Hippo pathway (80).

In summary, our study provides the first picture of the
protein–protein interaction network involved in the human
Hippo pathway. Of course, this represents only a static snap-
shot of this network. It is highly likely that this protein–protein

interaction network will change under specific growth condi-
tions or stimuli, and these changes will provide the directions
for future proteomic studies.
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